
RADICAL AGENDA 
(16) 

less cursed than fruitful quiet?  Then we lie under the stars of instants, in a desert, set like a table 

unmaking, relaxing the arrow lowered from the bow. 



HEAVY METAL 

(62)  

 

Hate 

is balm or bomb: 

chorus. 

  

Patted & frisked since  

pale neonatality,  

 

verse against it, howl,  

backstopping the era,  

burning heart with  

a yowl. 

 

Hook: number one with a bullet 

 



SHEEP 

(66) 

 

Fired up, against exhausting life, you laugh; 

but not from not seeing jungle & the one percent die, 

 

or satisfied everything stripped out of sadness, 

or polluted disbelief happily welcomed, 

 

or slutty havoc politely gowned, 

or wrong sloppiness rightly honored, 

 

or weakness against strutting ramrods enabled, 

or mumbling made eloquent by anarchy, 

 

or wisdom (which witch doctor?) not controlling skill, 

or complicated fabrication labeled straight with the medicine, 

 

or free evil getting a shoeshine from Jesus. 

Exhilarated by none of those, now this, getting shorn:  

 

meaning you take your medicine with the millions.  

 



CURTAIN UP 

(100) 

 

Knife     crooked, a scythe 

 

 life  

   wastes  

     time 

   

 graven wrinkle   a surveyed face  risen argument 

 

esteem   that ear  so keen 

 

  spend   idly    so time lumbers in 

 

  redeem and   forgetful    return 

 

   power the darkening 

 

      song on fury begins 

 



HEAL THEM 

(118) 

 

I did my fasting 

not anticipating 

starving would  

& not from this  

find poisons again 

 



MONDO CANE 

 American travelogue 

 

blue breaks over 

the crack of the starter pistol 

 

startles the first-time buyers 

under the creamy lungs  

past 

niños with big metal headlight eyes 

needing better nutrition  

   some eclipse, huh 

white house on an ice floe 

copperized low trucks 

Wallace Stevens with golden Vegas shovel 

 

an arrow made of suns  

the coast is clear for small rodents 

& that picket trigger finger 

means the music is 3 trees long  

   whistle mist brake fight 

national river inc. & the kitchen sink 

a marmot parting the green hair of reeds 

 on our skin then 

creek vein & a black atlas 

guide to night  

 

mine air & ice blade  

thin wire-shouldered men grip the bridge  

slunk over by a big cat intent on nothing 

 just the dog god ahead & 

 

that jack-carter asleep & unbuckled  

 next to his diesel tumbrel 

  waiting on work 

 

& horses dreaming in braces  

at the country's uneven jaw of dry gap tooth 

  borderland 

the white line wild with mint &unfurling fists  

 

like children opening to show what they found  

to death in gingham apron  

on an asphalt moon  



  at the foot of stone steps  

  up to the temple of wind 

  & red networks 

in a forest of bloody thighs & sand 

in the pink & gray saltscape 

 of the one way  

as the signs all say 

highway ends 

 

& the exit crouching  

 then coming at us fast 

 

 


